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Abstract. Various approaches to obtaining estimates based on preliminary data 
are outlined. A case is then considered which frequently arises when selecting a 
subsample of  units, the information for which is collected within a deadline that 
allows preliminary estimates to be produced. At the moment when these estimates 
have to be produced it often occurs that, although the collection of  data on subsample 
units is still not complete, information is available on a set of  units which does not 
belong to the sample selected for the production of  the preliminary estimates. An 
estimation method is proposed which allows all the data available on a given date to 
be used to the full - and the expression of  the expectation and variance are derived. 
The proposal is based on two-phase sampling theory and on the hypothesis that the 
response mechanism is the result of  random processes whose parameters can be 
suitably estimated. An empirical analysis of  the performance of  the estimator on 
the Italian Survey on building permits concludes the work. 
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probabilities, expansion estimators 

1. Objectives and context of reference 

Over recent years the need for increased timeliness of  short-term data has become 
more pressing at both a national and an international level. In Europe this need 
is particularly urgent, because the infra-annual statistics available at a community 
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level has lower timeliness than that found in many countries outside the EU. The 
USA, in this respect, sets an example that the European system would be advised 
to follow. 

Several studies have recently been initiated by the EU to identify the main is- 
sues regarding the timeliness of short-term data. These studies fall into two broad 
types: frst, those which focus on the feasibility of constructing a sample stratified 
by country, to provide estimates of European retail trade (Eurostat, 2001); second, 
those undertaken by ESTEI (Expert group on Sampling for Timely European Indi- 
cators), which has been working on guidelines to which individuals member states 
ought to refer to ensure timely production of short-term indicators. 

The report (Eurostat, 2002) drawn up by the ESTEI team indicates three possible 
approaches to reducing the time taken to deliver indicators: 

I - acceleration o f  national procedures: under this approach each stage of the 
process leading to the production of statistical indicators would need to be 
redesigned. Timeliness is seen as an issue pertaining to the entire productive 
process - hence it has to be addressed by the overall way a survey is organized, 
there cannot be a simple statistical solution to it. This approach would require 
large financial investment in the data-collection phase; 

1I - selection o f  a specific subsample: this approach would involve selecting a 
subsample of the surveys that each European country currently carries out in- 
dividually. This would require an investment in resources for collecting infor- 
marion on the units of the subsample, within a deadline that allows preliminary 
estimates to be produced; 

111 - approaches based on statistic models: statistical models can also lead to the 
production of timely estimates. This would be the cheapest way because it would 
not call for resources during the data acquisition stage, it would only require 
investment related to methodological research and to information processing. 
As regards approach II, there are two possible ways of selecting the subsample: 

- two-phase sample design, developed within the classical approach to sam- 
piing finite populations (Sarndal et al., 1992); 

- optimal sampling design, developed by those using predictive inference for 
finite populations (Royall, 1992; Dorfman and Valliant, 2000). 

As regards approach III, there are three main methods: 
- methods based on techniques developed within time series analysis, which 

use exclusively estimates calculated on previous occasions (Box and Jenk- 
ins, 1976). In this category can also be placed methods that find specific 
sub-series within a time series, thereby permitting a good prediction of the 
overall time series to be made (Van Garderen et al., 2000; Maravalle et al., 
1993; Battaglia and Fenga, 2003); 

- models using both information obtained from units responding within a 
fixed time (timeliness respondents) and estimates made on previous occa- 
sions. These models can be further classified into (i): methods based on the 
imputation of the variable values of the non-respondents units. Such meth- 
ods can be based on a non-parametric approach (Chen and Shao, 2000), or 
on a suitable superpopularion model (Little, 1986); a relevant set of mod- 
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els are linear dynamic models (Harvey, 1984, 1989; Tam, 1987; Bell and 
Hillmer, 1990); (ii) methods based on re-weighting techniques that correct 
weights assigned to timeliness respondents, so that they can also repre- 
sent non-timeliness units in a suitable way. These weights can be based on 
superpopulation models explaining either the stochastic process that gen- 
erates the timeliness response, or the values of the target variable of the 
non-respondents unit at the current time (Rizzo et al. 1996; Eltinge and 
Yansaneh, 1997); the probability of timeliness response co uld also be de- 
fined using non-parametric techniques (Giommi, 1987; Niyonsenga, 1994); 

- suitable econometric methods based on the use of the relation linking the 
target variables to proxi indicators used as early index of the target variables 
(Bodo and Signorini, 1987; Bruno and Lupi, 2002). 

The proposal being made in this paper has been developed within the classical 
approach to sampling on finite populations. A case is considered which frequently 
arises when selecting a subsample of units, the information for which is collected 
within a deadline that allows preliminary estimates to be produced. At the moment 
when these estimates have to be produced it often occurs that, although the collection 
of data on subsample units is still not complete, information is available on a set 
of units which does not belong to the sample selected for the production of the 
preliminary estimates. 

A simple way of producing preliminary estimates could be to use exclusively the 
information collected from the respondents belonging to the subsample. However, 
this would not only go against the statistical principle that all available information 
should be used to the full, it would also result in inefficiency in estimates if the 
number of respondents not involved in the subsample was large. 

Below we present an estimation method which allows all the information avail- 
able on a given date to be used. Our proposal is based on the theory of two-phase 
sampling and on the hypothesis that the response mechanism is the result of random 
processes whose parameters can be appropriately estimated. 

The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the parameter of interest 
and the context of observation; Sect. 3 presents the modelling of the response 
process; Sect. 4 describes the expansion estimator based on the inclusion probability 
of first and second phase samples, and on the models employed for explaining 
the preliminary response probability. In Sect. 5 the performance of the proposed 
estimator is studied with an application to the Italian Survey on building permits. 
The analysis is carded out comparing the mean absolute percentage error and 
the quarterly and year growth rates of the proposed estimator with two different 
estimators that use only subsample data. Finally in Sect. 6 the conclusion are given 

2. Parameters of interest and sample observations 

Let us denote by: Ut = {1, ..., k, ..., Nt} the target population at the current time 
t, which consists of Nt units; and by Yt,k the value of the variable of interest for 
the k-th unit at the t-th time. 
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We assume that the parameter of interest is the total 

= E Yt,k. Yt (1) 
kEUt 

In order to estimate this total, a first phase sample Sat is selected from the population 
Ut, through a sampling design which attributes to the sample sat the probability 
p(sat)  of being selected. 

We denote by 

7rat,kl = Es~tD(k, l )  P(Sat) 

(2) 

(3) 

the inclusion probability of unit k and the inclusion probability of the pair of units 
(k, l). Moreover, we assume that in order to obtain a preliminary estimate of Yt a 
second phase sample st is selected from Sat with conditional probability p( st I sat). 
Let us further assume that data collection on the units of st is carried out with 
particular care so that almost every unit of this sample is respondent at the time 
preliminary estimates are produced. 

The inclusion probabilities of the second phase design are 

~,,klat = ~ s ,  Dk p(stlsat) 

7rt'kllat = EstD(k,1)  P(StlSat)" 

(4) 

(5) 

It is worth noting that sat can be divided into two subsets: st, and the complementary 
subset, At, which contains sat units not included in st, so that sat = st U At and 
8t N St ~" O. 

When preliminary estimates have to be calculated we have a subset of respond- 
ing units, marked rt, which is obtained from the union of two exclusive parts: the 
set rs~ (with st D_ rs~), composed of rt units from subset st; the set r ~  (with 
At _D r~,), composed of rt units from subset st, which is complementary to st. 

3. Modelling of the response process 

Under the condition that the unit k ( k  E sat) is included either in st, or in At, we 
assume that response probability of the unit within a given deadline (defined for the 
production of preliminary estimates) is based on a Bernoullian stochastic process. 
Let us denote by 

~klst -=- Pr(k E rst Ik ~ st) 

~Okl~, = Pr(k ~ r~, Ik ~ At) 
(6) 

the unit k probabilities of being respondent (within the given deadline) under the 
condition of one of the two events k E st or k E At. 
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In order to estimate these unit k probabilities we use some special models named 
Homogeneous Response within Groups (HRG), which assume that the sample may 
be partitioned into subsets and that units of a given subset have an equal response 
probability. 

First, we are going to consider the HRG model for the calculation of an estimate 
of the probabilities ~klst- This model is characterised as follows: 

i. the sample sat is partitioned into C8~ groups or weighting cells; let us denote 
by sat,c the set of units belonging to the generic c-th group (c = 1, ..., C~);  

ii. the units of sat,c, when included in st, have a uniform value of the conditional 
response probability (qOkl~,) equal to qo~,, c ; units belonging to different groups 
have different response probability; 

iii. each unit responds independently of all other units. 

This model can be formally described as 

Pr(k E r~tlk E st) = ~kls~ = ~8,,o for k E Sat,c,(C= 1,...,C~,) 

Pr((k,l)  E r~l(k ,1)  E st) = Pr(k E r~,lk E st)Pr(I E r~lI  E st) = (7) 

= ~os~.cqo~,. c, for ( k e s a t , c )  N ( l e S a t , c , ) , ( ( c  or c')--- 1 , . . . ,C~).  

In the HRG model for the calculation of the estimate of the probabilities qokl~, 
we assume that the sample sat is divided into C~, weighting cells, and that the 
k-th element of the generic cell Sat,~(5 = 1, ..., C~,), when included in st, has a 
conditional response probability qOkl~ equal to qo~,.~. As with model (7), the formal 
expression of the model is: 

Pr(k E r~,lk E st) = r = qO~,,a for k E sat,~, (~ = 1, . . . ,C~) 

Pr((k,l)  E r~,l(k,l)  E gt) = Pr(k E r~tlk E gt)Pr(1E r~,ll E gt) -= (8) 

= ~,.~**.~, for (k E sat,~) M (l E sat,~,), ((b or ~') = 1,...,C**). 

Before illustrating the subsequent developments it is worth presenting a method for 
calculating weighting cells which is borrowed from Eltinge and Yansaneh's paper 
(1997) and is based on the "response propensity scoring" technique (Rosenbaum 
and Rubin, 1983; Little, 1986). 

First we consider the case of the partition of s~  into the C8, ceils sa,,c. The 
first step in applying the method consists of estimating, using the units of st, the 
parameters of a logit (or probit) model. For each unit the model connects the 
expected value of the binary variable r~t,k (equal to one, if the unit is responding, 
or to zero, if it is not) to a vector zt,k of auxiliary variables available on the whole 
sample Sat. 

Following the estimation of these parameters we can predict the response prob- 
ability qbkl~, for each unit of sat. It is worth noting that, as illustrated in Eltinge and 
Yansaneh's paper (1997), in practical situations the predicted probabilities ~kl~, 
are not used directly for estimating the parameters of interest, since they may lead 
to the creation of extreme values in the estimates and thus drastically increase the 
variance. The predicted probabilities are used only in order to obtain an appropriate 
definition of the weighting cells. 
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In line with the optimal stratification theory (Cochran 1977, pp. 127-134), we 
fix the weighting C~, cells by dividing the sample sat by the quantiles of predicted 
probabilities qSkl~ ; as a result every weighting cell includes homogeneous units as 
regards the response probability. If  we indicate the position quantiles (c - 1) and 
c by qSc-ll~ and ~cl~, all the units for which ~gc_llst < ~gklst ~ ~c[s t  belong to 
the weighting cell c. 

Similarly, for the definition of the partition of sat into the C~, cells sat,~, when 
the predicted values qSkl~ are determined we assign to the weighting cell ~ all 
the units for which q~ < qok[~ ~ ~l~t, where ~Se-11~, and ~l~,  indicate, 
respectively, the position percentiles ( 5 -  1) and ~ of the distribution over sat of the 
predicted values qSkl~. 

If  we have a good set of explicative variables zt,k, most of the bias reduction is 
achieved by forming a rather small number of weighting cells (5 or 6), (Eltinge and 
Yansaneh, 1997). If  the response process was strongly dependent on an explanatory 
variable which is not available for regression, we can not decrease bias, no matter 
what the number of evaluated weighting cells is. 

In their 1996 paper Rizzo, Kalton and Brick present alternative ways of setting 
up the weighting cells using response propensity scoring from longitudinal research. 
In De Vitiis et al. (2002) we find an application of these methods as part of a survey 
on the labor force carried out by the Italian National Institute of Statistics. 

4 .  E x p a n s i o n  e s t i m a t o r  

Under the condition that the unit k belongs to the first phase sample sat, the fact 
that this unit is a respondent one (which means that it belongs to the set rt) can be 
represented as the union of the following two exclusive events: 

- E1: the unit is selected in the second phase sample, st, and it is respondent; we 
have Pr(E1) = Pr((k E st) A (k E rs,)lk E Sa,t) = 7Vt,klatqOklst; 

- E2: the unit does not belong to the second phase sample st and it is respondent; 
we have Pr(E2) = Pr((k E st) M (k E r~,)lk E sa,t) = (1 - 7rt,klat)qak~,. 

As a consequence we have "~ 

Pr(k  E rtlk E sa,t) = Pr(E1 U E2) = (7"Ct,klatqOklst) -I- ((1 -- 7rt,klat)qOkl~e ). (9) 

If we know the response probabilities qOkls, and qOkls~ for each individual respon- 
dent unit (that is for each unit belonging to rt) we can obtain an unbiased estimate 
of the parameter of the type (1) using this kind of estimator 

= ( 1 0 )  

kerr 

where 

dt,k = 1/Trat,k( (Trt,klatqOkl~,) + ((1 -- 7rt,klat)r ). 

The proof of the unbiasedness of the estimator (10) may be easily derived. 

( I I )  
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In practical situations, however, the values of qOklst and qOkl~ are not known 
and have to be estimated. These estimates are done using response models which, 
if they are wrongly specified, can introduce bias into the estimators (10). Conse- 
quently the specification of the response models is a fundamental step in obtaining 
good estimates. It can be performed using an explicit modelling of  the response 
probabilities, based on the estimate of a functional link between the response prob- 
abilities and a set of auxiliary variables zt,k (k �9 sat), which are available on both 
the respondent sample and the non-respondent one. 

The models often used are the HRG type, illustrated in expressions (7) and 
(8). Assuming (7) and (8) are valid models and that the probability of not observ- 
ing respondents inside any of the weighting cells is about zero, it is possible to 
define unbiased estimators. To this end let us indicate by st,c (c = 1,..., Cs~) and 
~t,e (c = 1, ..., C~ ) the sets of intersection St,c = sat,~ M st, gt,e = sat,~ fq st; where 
n~ and mc are the numbers of units and the number of respondent units in st,c; and 
where ne and rn~ are the number of units and the number of respondent units in 
gt,e. Finally, let us indicate by ms  and m~ the vectors containing the number of 
observed respondent units inside the weighting cells, where 

m~ = (ml , . . . ,  m~, mc~, )' and m~ = (ml , . . . ,  me, . . .mc~,  )' 

m' and let us further indicate by m = ( s, m~) '  the stack vector of vectors rn~ and 
I l lg .  

If  the conditions of the model (7) hold, the response probabilities of the unit 
belonging to st, corresponding to the observed vector ms  are: 

qOklst,m" ---- Pr (k  �9 rs, Ik �9 st, ms)  = rn~ for k �9 8at,c (12) 
n c  

and 

q O k , l l s t , m  ~ = Pr((k,l) E r ~ l ( k , l )  �9 st, m s )  = 

m e m o - 1  for ( k , l ) � 9 1 6 2  
= nr nc - 1 (13) 

m----2~mc----2' for k �9 Sat,r �9 sat ,c ' ,c7 ~ c'. 
n c no1 

Likewise, under model (8), the response probabilities of the units belonging to st, 
corresponding to the observed vector m~ are: 

qgkl~,m ~ = Pr(k  �9 r ~ l k  �9 gt ,m~) = m__~_~ for k �9 sat,e (14) 
n e  

and 

~Ok,tl~,,m, = Pr( (k , l )  E r~, l(k , l  ) E gt, m~) = 

{ m ~ m e - - 1  for (k,l)  Esat,~ 
= n~ ne - 1 

m____~_~ m~__~, for k E 8at,~., l E sat,e,, ~ # ~'. 
ne ne, 

(15) 
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Under the conditions of the models (7) and (8) and assuming that the probabilities 
of the following events is zero: 

As : mc = O, 

A~ : m~ = O, 
for some value of c = 1,..., C 

for some value of ~ = 1,..., C~ 

where 

Yt = E Yt,kat,k (16) 
kErt 

where 

at,k = 1/(Trat,k(Trt,klat~klst,m~) q- ((1 -- 7rt,klat)qOklgt,m~)). (17) 

The variance of estimator (16) and the estimate of this variance (which is unbiased 
only if models (7) and (8) are unbiased and if the probability of the events A~ and 
A~ is zero), are (see Appendix 2): 

\ Yt,k Yt,l 
V(Yt) = E E (7~at'kl-  7rat'kTrat'l)~-~t ~ - - - t -  (18) 

kEUt lEUt at,k 7~at,l 

q_Ep~ ( . ~  ~s (Em(at,kat,lqOk,llsat,m) 1 1 ) ) Yt,kYt,I , 
l 7rat'k 7rat'l 

~ E  at E at 
Yt,k Yt,l 1 (TFat,k I -- 7rat,kTrat,l ) ~ - -  -]- (19) 

kerr left  

( 1 1 ) yt,kYt,t 
+ E E at,kt~t,l~gk,lls,t,m -- 

kCrt IErt 7rat'k 7rat'l ~k'lls~t'm 

~k,tls~.m = er( (k ,  l) e rtlaa,t, m); 

f o r k # /  

qOk,llsat,m-~(Trt,kllatqOk,llst,rn~ ) "~ ( (1T  Trt,kllat--(TQ,k]at-4-Trt,llat ) )~k,l]~t,m~ ) -4- 

-4- ( (Trt,klat-~-Trt,llat--27rt,kllat)~klst,m, ~ l l~ ,ms) ,  

and for k = l, 

~k,klsat,m = Pr(k E rtlsa,t, m) 

= ( T r t , k l a t ~ 0 k l ~ . m ~ )  + ( ( 1  - -  7 r t , k l a t ) ~ k l ~ t , m . )  - -  ~r~t ,k  
at,k 

an unbiased estimator (see Appendix 1) of the total of interest is: 
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5. Empirical results 

5.1. Background 

In May 1998 the Council Regulation n. 1165/98 for short term statistics (henceforth 
STS Regulation) was published. Regarding statistics on industry, construction, retail 
trade and repair and other services, the STS regulation foresees which indicators 
to produce and their timeliness. Henceforth the National Statistics Institute (NSI) 
began to revise their statistics according to the new standards. For the Italian NSI this 
has implied the need of new data collection methods for statistics in the construction 
sector. In particular, information on building permits are required 90 days from the 
reference period. 

Until the end of 2002, the survey on building permits was organized as a monthly 
census of all Italian municipalities. Each municipality had to communicate infor- 
marion either on building permits or null activity, meaning that no building permits 
have been released for that month. STS Regulation requires data on building per- 
mits for the number of new residential building broken down into one-dwelling 
residential buildings or two and more dwelling residential buildings. The square 
meters are broken down into residential or non residential. 

The Italian 8,100 Municipalities may be grouped into two classes that exhibit 
different response patterns. The two groups are: 

- First  group including 160 large municipalities with more than 50,000 citizens 
representing the 36.3% of the Italian population; 

- S e c o n d g r o u p c h a r a c t e r i s e d b y t h e 7 , 9 4 0 n o n - l a r g e m u n i c i p a l i t i e s w i t h l e s s t h a n  

50,000 citizens representing the 63.7% of the total population. 

The response rate within the deadline useful for the production of a preliminary 
estimate (90 days) was very high for the first group, greater than 87%. On the 
contrary, the non-response phenomenon was stronger for the second group. The 
rate of preliminary respondent municipalities from this group ranges from 35.0% 
(in 1997) to 58.5% (in 1999). The principal reason for the delay in response process 
is due to data collection, which was organised into two steps: in the first step the 
data was sent from municipalities to provinces and in the second step to the Italian 
NSI. Another problem is related to the difficulty of undertaking a reminder activity 
for all the municipalities. 

For all these reasons, it has been made evident that data collection method could 
not make the elaboration of the index with the delay required by STS possible. 

In order to improve the timeliness, and starting in 2003, the first step will 
be the placing of the census survey side by side with a sampling survey of 814 
municipalities. The information on municipalities included in the survey is collected 
without the intermediate step of the provincial level; while for the other 7.286 
municipalities the survey continues as a monthly census. This strategy implies that 
for the month t at time t + 3 (90 days) two different sources of information are 
available: respondents included in the sample and respondents not included in the 
sample. 

In particular the sample has been selected using a stratified strategy. The munic- 
ipalities of the first group are included in the sample with certainty and form a take 
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all stratum. The other municipalities are subdivided into strata defined by the cross- 
classification of two auxiliary variables: region and class of resident population. A 
fixed number of municipalities is selected in each stratum without replacement and 
with equal probabilities. 

5.2. Analysis of the result 

In this paragraph we show some empirical results obtained by simulating the selec- 
tion of the sample for the years 1998-2001; for each month of the period we have 
subdivided the preliminary respondents into two subset rs~ and r ~  and then calcu- 
lated the estimators. We note that the methodology proposed in the paper supposes 
a higher response rate for the units in the sample st compared to that observed for 
nonsample units gt. However, this hypothesis is verified in the period 1997-2001 
where the response rate is equal on average to 85% for the st and 75% for $t; 
the difference in the response rates will be even bigger in the future because the 
introduction of the sample in 2003 will improve the response rate for st. 

We compare the estimator (16), denoted in the following as estimator E3, with 
two other estimators denoted in the following as E1 and E2 based only on sample 
data, in the context of the Italian survey on building permits. Estimator E3 uses the 
information on all data set of respondents. Since after 1998 the large municipalities 
are always preliminary respondents, the analysis is developed only with reference 
to the domain of municipalities of the Second group. 

The estimates ~ , a  of the total Yt obtained with estimator a(a =El ,  E2, E3) are 
defined as 

~P~,a = ~ Yt,kat,k,a for a = El ,  E2, and with 
kCrst 

~,E3 = Z Yt,kat,k,E3 for a = E3, 
kerr 

where at,k,E1 -~ N h / m h  for k E Vh; at,k,E2 -~ l /'ffat,k'fft,klatqOklst,ms; at,k,E3 : 
at,k as defined in expression (17); 7rat,k ---- 1; Uh is the stratum of the sample design 
of size Nh; mh denotes the number of sample respondent units of stratum h. 

The idea behind the three estimators is based on three different ways to re-weight 
the respondent units (included or not in the sample). In estimator El,  in which only 
data for sample units are used, the response probability is homogeneous for all units 
belonging to a given stratum and this probability is estimated by the response rate 
in the stratum. 

Estimator E2 considers formation of cells to estimate the response probabilities 
~5kl8~ by a logistic regression model using only the information in the sample 

~kls t = f ( Ck,t-12, Ck,t-24, Pk,1999, gk ) (20) 

where ck,t-12, Ck,t-24 represent the collaboration of unit k at month t - 12 and 
t - 24 (0 if the unit collaborates and 1 otherwise), Pk,a999 and gk are the population 
at 1999 and the geographical repartition. The model is estimated for every month 
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T a b l e  1. Total number of new dwellings with different estimators:MAPE and Year growth rate - Years 
1997-2001 

Years Mean absolute percentage error Year growth rate 

E1 E2 E3 True E1 E2 E3 

1997 10.6 11.6 4.2 

1998 9.9 10.6 3.8 -3.0 -3.8 -4.9 -3.5 

1999 11.0 11.4 4.3 7.6 8.9 6.8 7.9 

2000 15.0 15.4 2.1 13.7 12.3 16.4 11.1 

2001 18.8 25.4 2.7 4.1 14.1 19.0 4.4 

in the period 1998-2001. Following the strategy proposed in Eltinge and Yansaneh 
the units are grouped according to their ~kls~ value in 6 cells; the conditional 
probabilities qokls,,m8 are obtained as the cell response rates. 

Using the estimator E3, the probabilities ~3k1~ are estimated by a logistic re- 
gression model (20) for the sample units; the estimated parameters of model (20) 
based on the sample observations are used to calculate the q3kl~, values for the 
municipalities not included in the sample; then are formed 6 weighting cells. The 
conditional probabilities 9kl~,,m8 are obtained by cell response rates. A similar 
approach has been used for the calculation of the probabilities q0kl~,,m~- For the 
non-sample units, the probabilities q3kls~ are estimated using logistic regression 
model with the same predictors of model (20); the estimated parameters of this 
logistic model are used to calculate the ~bkl~ values for the municipalities included 
in the sample; then the conditional probabilities ~tgkl~t,m ~ are calculated for 6 cells 
using the Eltinge and Yansaneh strategy. 

With reference to the domain of municipalities of the S e c o n d  g r o u p ,  Table 1 
shows the MeanAbsolute Percentage Error for estimator a and for year w (w = 1997, 
.... 2001) calculated as: 

1 t t,a 
MAPEo,  = 100. 

t = l  

The table shows also the growth rate of the annual estimates and the true values 
obtained as 

~-~ _ ~ z ~ -  ~ y ~  _ y ~ -  ~ 

]~raW _ 1 100; y ~ - I  100 

where Y~ 12 ~ and Y~ t2 = E t = l  t,a = E t = l  Yt". 
The values of MAPE show a better performance for the E3 estimator in terms 

of smoothness. 
The results in terms of year to year growth rate are quite similar for the period 

1 9 9 8 - 2 0 0 0 .  For 2001, instead, the estimator E3 has a better performance compared 
to the other two. 
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Fig. 1. Quarter to quarter year growth rate for differemt estimator - Year 1998-2001 

This evidence is even more clear from quarter to quarter year growth rate for the 
period 1998-2001 (Fig. 1), for the domain of municipalities of the Second group. 
In particular the estimator E2 and E1 are influenced by data on the number of 
dwellings for one of the sampling units in the second quarter 2001. The estimator 
E3, using all the information available at the generic quarter t, is not influenced by 
this outlier. Estimator E3 gives as result a smoother series that is quite similar to 
the true series: the correlation between the quarter to quarter year growth rate of 
the true series and estimator E3 is equal to 0.96 (0.63 for estimator E1 and 0.44 for 
estimator E2). 

To test the sensitivity of the estimator E3 to the number of respondent munici- 
palities, and supposing that the respondents in 2001 are the same as in 2002 (with 
a reduction of 15%), we estimated the total number of dwellings. The absolute 
percentage error of the estimation ranges from a minimum of 2.3% for the fourth 
quarter to 4.7% for the first quarter. 

6. Conclusion 

Over recent year EU has given growing attention to timeliness in short-term staffs- 
tics. As result it has been established the ESTEI working group (Expert group on 
Sampling for Timely European Indicator) that has released a guidelines on best 
practices for the production of timely indicators. Exploring approaches based on 
statistic models, in this work we have proposed an estimation method which uses 
all the information available. 

The performance of the proposed estimator is studied with an application to the 
Italian Survey on building permits in comparison with two different estimators that 
use only subsample information. The proposed estimator gives a smoother serie 
quite similar to the true one in terms of mean absolute percentage error. 
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Technical Appendixes 

Appendix 1 - Expected value of estimator 

Under models (7) and (8) and supposing that the probability of the events below is 
z e r o :  

A~ : m~ --- 0, for some value of c = 1, ..., Cs 

A~ : me = 0, for some value of ~ = 1, ..., C~ 

the expected value of ~ is given by: 

E ( ~ )  = E Vt,kE(at,kr~t, k)' 
kcu, 

in which 

E(at,kr~t,k) = Epo (Em(Ep(EHFtG(at,kr*t,klst, m)lk ~ Sat))) and 

r* = ~1  if k e r r  

t,k ( 0 otherwise 

where: EnrtG (') indicates the expectation under the HRG models (7) and (8); Ep (-) 
the expectation under the second phase sampling design, conditioned by the first 
phase sampling; Em (') denotes the expectation over different values of the vectors 
m8 and m~; Ep~ (.) the expectation under the first phase sampling design. 

Under models (7) and (8) we have 

EHRG(at,krf, klSt , m) = 5t,kqOkls,,~ at,k + (1 -- 6t,k)qOkl~,,m~at,k 

in which 5t,k is a binary variable that equals 1 if k E st. By consequence 

Ep(EHRC(at,kr~t,k]st, m)lk E sat) = (A.1) 

= (Trt,klat~glelst ,ms + (1 - Irt,ki~,)~okl~,,m~)at,k = 

= (Trt ,klatqOklst ,m,)  + ((1 - 7 r t , k l a t ) q O k l ~ t , m ~ ) "  

�9 i/(Trat,k(Trt,klatqOklst,m,) + ( ( 1  - -  7rt,klat)~kl~,,m~)) = l/~rat,k. 

From the above we have 

Em(Ep(Em~G(at,krat,klst,m)]k E sat)) = Era(I/Trot,k) = lfir~t,k, (A.2) 

and then 

Ep~(Em(Ep(EHRc(at,kr~,klst, m)tk ~ sat))) = 

1 1 
-~ EP~ ((~at'kTrat k + (1 - t~at k)O)  = 7rat,k 

, ' 7fat,l e 

By consequence, from the result (A.3), we derive that 

E ( ~ )  = E Vt,kE(at,kr~t, k) = E Vt,k = Yr. 
k~Ut k~U, 

= 1 (A.3) 
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Appendix 2 - Variance and estimate of  variance of estimator Yt 

Under models (7) and (8) and under the adopted sampling design, the variance of 
may be expressed as: 

v(L)  -- vpo [E(~ls,~)] + Ep. [V(~Ista)], (A.4) 

in which we have denoted with: Vp~ (.) the variance of the first phase sampling. 
Let us consider first the expectation in the first addendum on the right hand 

side of the expression (A.4) E(~ls ta  ) = Em(Ep(EHrtG(Ylst, m)ls~t)) . Using 
the result (A.2), we have 

kEsa t ~at ,k  

By using the standard results on sampling from finite populations, we have that the 
first addendum of (A.4) is given by: 

Vp,[E(Ytlsta)] = E E (r~at,k,- rcat,kTrat,t) Yt,k Yt,, (A.5) 
kEUt IEUt 7(at'k 7rat'l 

Let us consider now the variance defined in the second addendum on the right 
hand side of the expression (A.4). It is straightforward to prove the following result 

V(~ls ta)  = E E C~ tat'tlsat)yt'kyt't 
kEsat lCsat 

being 

Cov(r St,kat,k, r~tat,tiSat ) = 
= Em(Ep(EnRc(at ,kr~t ,kat , tr~t , t ls t ,m)l(k ,  l) e sat)) + 

--Em(Ep(EartG(at,kr~t,klst,m)lk e 8at))" 
�9 Em(Ep(EHRC(at,kr~klst,m){t �9 s~t)) = 

1 1 
= Em(at,kat,lqOk,lls.~,m ) 

71"at,k T'at,l 

Therefore the second addendum of variance (A.4) may be expressed as 

(A.6) 

' ' )  ) 
71"at, k 71.it, l Yt ,kYt, l  �9 

Where ~k,l[sat,m ----- Pr((k, l) e rtlsa,t, m). 
In order to derive explicit expressions of the probability ~k,tlsa~,m let us con- 

sider, that: if k = l we have 

~rat,k (A.7) 
~k,kls~t,rn = Pr(k E r t l S a , t , m )  = qOk,k[sat,m - -  

at ,k  
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On the contrary, if k # l, we have 

~Dk,llsa~, m = Pr((k, l) �9 rtlk # t, (k, t) �9 8a, t ,  m) = 
5 = Ep(Ena~(r,,krt,zlk # l, st, m)l(k, l) �9 8at ) : 

= Pr(E1 U E2 U E~ U E~lk # l, (k, l) �9 s~,,, m)  (A.8) 

in which El, E2, E3, E4 are four disjoint events described in the following table 

Event Conditional probability of the event 

Pr(E~lk# l  , (k, 1)es~,t, m) with a = l ,  ..., 4 

E1 = ( ( k ,  l )est  )n( ( k, l)Ert ) 7rt,kllat~Ok,llst,m ~ 

E2=((k, l)e~t)f3((k, 1)err) (l+rt,kll~t--(rt,kl~t+Trt,tlat))~ak,t[~,,m~ 

E3 = ((k �9 st) A (l �9 ~t))N 
( Trt,klat -- 7rt,klJat ) ( qPkls, ,m~ ~ll~, ,ms) 

n((k, t) �9 ~,) 
E4 = ((k �9 $,) n (l �9 s,))N 

(~rt,Ll~t - 7rt,k~l~t) (~o~ I~,,m~ ~~ 
n((k, ~) �9 ~) 

Using the above results, it is possible to prove that for k # l, we have 

cpk,lLs~,,m = (Trt,kll~tqOkjLs,m~)+( (l  +Trt,kllat--(Trt,klat+Trt,tlat) )qOk,tl~tm~)+ 
+( (Trt,kla t -'F 7rt,llat -- 27rt,kllat )~Pklst,m~ ~ll~,,m~ ). 

Using the above results it is straightforward to prove the expression of first adden- 
6 6 dum of (3.6), indeed, given s~t and m, the product at,k rt,kat,lrt, l assumes value 

at,kat,l only ff rt,krt, l is equal to 1, otherwise it assumes value 0; by consequence: 

Ep (EHRG (a,,k r6t,kat,,r6,,, Ist,m) l(k, Z) e ~,)  = 
5 6 = at,kat,iEp(EHaG (rt,krt,,Ist,m)](k, l) E s~t) = a,,kat,t~ok,~t,o~,m. 

Estimate of the variance 

Under models (7) and (8) and assuming that the probability of events A8 and A~ is 
equal to zero, it is possible to derive an unbiased estimator of the variance V ( ~ )  
given by: 

~(~) = x'l  + ' r  

where ~'1 and V2 represent unbiased estimators of the two addenda on the right 
hand side of expression (A.4) expressed by 

x Yt,k Yt,l 1 (rat,k I __ 7rat,kTrat,l) ~ , 
~11 : Z Z 7rat,klqOk,llsat,m at,k 7rat,l kerr 1Err 

( 1 1 ) Yt,kYt,l 
: o ,   k,,so, m kerr IErt 7rat'k 
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The proof that X[1 is an unbiased estimator of the first addendum of (A.4), 
Vpa [E(~ ]Sta)], derive from the following 

left 7Tat,kl~k,llsat,m 7fat,k ~at,l 

= Epa ( ~s, y ~  (Trat'k'---'~l~Trat'kT~a-'-----'-~t'l) 
kE at 7rat'kl~k'llsat'm 1ESat 

(Ep(EHRG(r~t,k r~t,tlst,m)l(k, l) E sat)))  

% 

Yt,k Yt,t 
7Vat,k 7~at,l ] 

=Epa ( ~ s  ~-~ (Trat,kl=Trat,kTrat,l)qOk,lls~t,m yt,k Yt,l ~ _ 

\kE at lEsat 7~at'kl~k'llsat'm 7r 7rat'l ] 

==EPa(kd~-XUl~-~U (7~at,kl--Trat,k~at,l)'at,k(Jat,l Yt,k Yt,l~___: 
\ E t E t 7~at'kl T'at'k 7far'l] 

x Yt,k Yt,l 
= ~ ~ (Trat,kl--7fat,kTrat,I)Tr-~t~ t - - -  Vpo[E(fZtlsta)]. 

kEUt lcUt at,k 7rat,l 

Under the assumption adopted in the present work, the proof that V2 is an unbiased 
estimator of the second addendum of variance (A.4) is based on the following 
derivations 

Ep(EHRG (fr21st,m, ( k, l) E sat)) = 

1 1 "t,k t,k Yt,kYt,tlst,m, (k,l) E Sat = 
7~at,k 7~at,1 qOk,llsat,m 

= ~ Y~ (at,kat,lqOk,lls~,,m) 1 _1 Yt,kYt,1 
kEsat IESat Tfat,k n at,t 

By consequence it is possible to derive the following 

E(Va) = Epa (Em(Ep(E.Ro(9,1~.m,(k,0e~.,)))) = 

( 5  ( i 1 
esat lesat 7fat'k 7rat'l ] ' / 

- -  Epo [V(~lsta)]. 
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